**SPARKLE & SHINE**

**Instructions**

1. Cut ‘Tis the Season Prints to 3 ¾” x 5” for each box.

2. Die cut and pierce large circle (one each) from Pool Play, Cranberry Bliss and Kiwi Slice and die cut three medium circles from Whip Cream cardstock.

3. Stamp and color images on Whip Cream Cardstock, cut with coordinating die.

4. Stamp and fussy cut bow for candy cane image from Pool Play cardstock; adhere to candy cane.

5. Adhere pattern paper and large pierced circles to front of each Advent Box using Easy Glide Adhesive Runner.

6. Adhere smaller Whip Cream circle to the center of each pierced element using Journey Foam Squares.

7. Adhere colored images to center of Whip Cream circle with Journey Foam Squares.

8. Flick each box with Silver Silk.

9. Die cut and stamp sentiment using Black Licorice Ink onto medium tag from the Tag Elements, punch a hole at top of tag with Slit Punch.

10. Embellish box with bow of Satin River Stone Ribbon and use Silver Twinkle Trim to attach finished tag.

11. Adhere Round Silver Button to center of bow using Craft Glue.

12. Add Journey Glaze and sprinkle with Journey Sparkle Dust on each of the three images (using picture as a guide).

**Supplies**

- Journey Advent Boxes (ST-0003)
- ‘Tis the Season Prints (PP-0037)
- Holiday Sparkle Stamp Set (SS-0375)
- Holiday Sparkle Die (DI-0226)
- Journey Circles Die (DI-0039)
- Tag Elements (DI-0094)
- Whip Cream Cardstock (CS-0040)
- Kiwi Slice Cardstock (CS-0016)
- Cranberry Bliss Cardstock (CS-0090)
- Pool Play Cardstock (CS-0092)
- True Color Fusion Black Licorice (IP-0041)
- Journey Silver Silk (IP-0090)
- Journey Color Splash Watercolor Pencils (JM-0078)
- Color Splash Sheets (JM-0076)
- Journey Blending Brush Medium (TO-0098)
- Journey Foam Squares (AD-0084/AD-0085)
- Journey Glaze (AD-0002/AD-0003)
- Craft Glue (AD-0111)
- Easy Glide Permanent Adhesive Runner (AD-0081)
- Journey Sparkle Dust (AC-0013)
- Satin River Stone Ribbon (AC-0032)
- Twinkle Trim (AC-0215)
- Round Silver Buttons (AC-0032)